The best part of Kindy 2015

Playing with Jett.  Leo
How quick we pack away.  Aiden
Playing in the fish and chip shop.  Jett
Playing with Layla.  Ashley

The blocks. I like building them.  Layla

Fish and chip shop.  William

Playing with water.  Anna

Puzzles and water play.  Isabella

Drawing about stuff.  Harper

Playing pegs and boards.  Perri

Building with blocks.  Oliver

I love the music.  Clara
Mini Olympics, my birthday.

Zachary: Going to the fire station.

Genevieve: Building racing car towers.

Jake: Good colouring.

Izwirashe: The waterslide day.

Sarah: Talking about the weekend on the chair.

Isla: Play playdough.

Shiloh: We can play water and jelly.

Abigail: Squirting the hose at the fire station.

Jobe: Good colouring.

Jack: Playing with Jack.
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